
Plants

Going deeper activities

Activity A

Explain that we must learn about, and care for, plants as they are essential for animals including 
humans. But why? Can the class guess the 4 most important reasons? 

    Food: Plants provide food for humans (e.g. fruits and vegetables) and other animals. Can you 
name some?

    Shelter: Plants, including trees, provide shelter for many different animals. What lives in plants or 
trees? On your recent visit to WWT, did you see any animals living or perhaps nesting in plants?

    Air: Plants make a gas called oxygen. Oxygen is used by all living things for breathing. 

    Water: Plants clean the water that they absorb. They also regulate the water cycle by moving it 
from soil to atmosphere through a process called transpiration.

Provide pairs of learners with a ‘Plants’ visual (see final page of this document). All plants go 
through a cycle in order to grow and reproduce. This visual shows many different stages of the 
dandelion and water lilies lifecycles. Ask the class to have a look, talk to their partner and order 
the life cycle of a dandelion and water lily on the visual (1. Roots, 2. Leaves, 3. Flower, 4. Seed head 
- seed formation, 5. Seeds carried by the wind- seed dispersion) 

Compare the two plants, do they both have the same lifecycles? What would number 6 be? And 
number 7? Can they add drawings/labels to the visual to show what happens next? (seed lands, 
seed begins to grow).

Curriculum Links
England

    Science: Identify and describe the functions of different parts of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, 
leaves and flowers

N. Ireland

    The World Around Us: Interdependence; place

Wales

    Science: The plants and animals found in two contrasting local environments

AGES

7-11



Activity B

In order to form seeds, like the ones in this visual, dandelions and water lilies (like many plants) 
must first pollinate. Demonstrate this by asking two learners to stand and ‘be’ flowers. 

Give ‘flower 1’ a handful of objects (e.g. marbles/pebbles/lego) to symbolise pollen. Now pick up 
some ‘pollen’ from ‘flower 1’ and give it to ‘flower 2’. Pollination is when pollen from one flower is 
taken to another. How might this happen? See if learners can guess the 3 main ways that plants 
pollinate: wind, animals (mostly insects but also birds and bats), water (in plants submerged in 
water e.g. pond weed, pollen floats or is carried in the water from one plant to another).

Encourage 3 additional learners to come and take ‘pollen’ from ‘flower 1’ and act out the different 
ways pollination occurs e.g. one could act out being a bee, travelling from one flower to another.

Once pollination has taken place, seeds begin to form. Give ‘flower 2’ a handful of different 
objects to symbolise seeds. Now the plant needs these seeds to get planted in order to complete 
the life cycle and for more of the same plant to grow. The movement, or transport, of these seeds 
away from the parent plant is called seed dispersal. 

How might this happen? How might these seeds get from this plant to the ground/bank/bed to 
begin growing into new plants? See if learners can guess the 3 main ways that seeds disperse, 
which are as with pollination: wind (as with the dandelion), animals (they either eat the seeds 
which then pass through them and are dispersed elsewhere, or the seed may stick to their fur and 
then be moved to a new location to grow), water (the seeds float away or in the water lily’s case, 
sink to the bottom, before beginning to regrow).

Encourage three more learners to come and take a ‘seed’ from ‘flower 2’ and act out the different 
ways seed dispersal occurs. New plants are now formed and the whole process starts again.

Less time? 

Just do Activity B

Have a whole afternoon?

Extend Activity B: Ask learners to draw a circular life cycle of a dandelion or water lily plant 
isolating each part e.g. Drawing 1 - a seed with roots growing, Drawing 2 - leaves beginning to 
grow, Drawing 3 - a bud sprouting, Drawing 4 - a flower replacing the bud, Drawing 5 - the seed 
head, Drawing 6 - seed dispersal.

Go outside

Go outdoors, into the school grounds, and identify different stages of various plants’ life cycles. 
You could create a challenge to try and spot each stage of a lifecycle. Remind learners that 
picking plants means they cannot reproduce, so simply taking photos or sketching is a much more 
environmentally friendly way to document their findings. Possible question to ask: Why might 
you not be able to see/find a stage in the life cycle? (not the right time of year or is happening 
underground where it is not visible for us to see).
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